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TECHNICAL APPROACH

In order to meet the design targets set forth by the Google Little Box Challenge, The University
of Tennessee (UTK) in partnership with the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has
developed and implemented a new, 2 kVA single-phase inverter with ultra-high power density
(102 W/in3). The implemented system schematic and order-of-magnitude design parameters are
given in Fig. 1 and Table I, respectively. In order to achieve this power density, key developments
have been made in four critical areas: 120 Hz ripple mitigation, power stage miniaturization,
thermal management, and electromagnetic compliance (EMC).
TABLE I: DESIGN VALUES
Parameter
Switching
frequencies
Semiconductor
type
DC Capacitance
DC resonant
filter inductor
Enclosed
Volume
2 kVA power
density
CEC efficiency

Values
100s of kHz
GaN
100s of μF
< 5 mH
19.6 in3
102 W/in3
96.9%

Figure 1: System schematic as implemented

1. 120 Hz Ripple Mitigation
Traditional approaches to dealing with the instantaneous mismatch between DC power input and
AC power output fall broadly into one of two categories. Passive approaches largely implement
DC bulk capacitance at the inverter input which are large enough to exhibit low voltage ripple
when exposed to the double line frequency ripple. However, because of the small ripple voltage
and large energy stored in the DC component of the voltage, the 3% voltage ripple requirement
necessitates a capacitor sized 20-fold larger than what would be used to mitigate the ripple energy
at full load. Active approaches decouple the capacitor from the DC link through power electronics,
allowing smaller energy storage by reducing or removing entirely the DC voltage component on
the capacitor. However, the additional
power electronics process as much as half
of the total output power, and must
process the power twice to effectively
store and return the ripple energy. This
approach therefore has limits in size,
efficiency, and heat generation.
To meet 120 Hz ripple requirements

without compromising on system size,
the team has developed a new resonant
DC-side filter for 120 Hz energy which
reduces the volume required for storage
Figure 2: 2 kVA test waveform showing input current ripple
by 65% compared to the DC-link capacitor of 16%. Trace F2 (pink) applies a 5 kHz low-pass filter to the
approach, and reduces energy loss by over raw waveform.
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80% compared to the team’s optimal design of an active power filter. In order to achieve this high
density, the team used a custom designed, laminated supermendur core. This material was selected
for its high saturation flux density and was fabricated in a geometry with maximal area-to-volume
ratio.
The resonant filter performance and density have been verified experimentally as demonstrated in
Fig. 2, where a 5 kHz low-pass filter is applied to attenuate switching ripple of the observed DC
input current when supplying 2 kVA output power, showing just 16% ripple. The filter attenuation
has been measured and verified to meet specification for the full range of load powers.
2. Miniaturization of the Inverter
The inverter power stage and overall system size were minimized through a multi-faceted
approach. In the design stage of the project, many different approaches were analyzed through
complete paper designs to compare total displacement volume. This included alternate energy
storage implementations, converter topologies, switching frequencies, and device and passive
materials. Complete in-house static and switching performance characterization of multiple WBG
devices, including thermal variations in key parameters [1], allowed the solution to employ devices
which only became available during the latter months of the competition. Thermal design volume
was considered at this stage based on assumed uniform performance of a heatsink comparable to
commercial products. Further details on final thermal design are given in the following section.
Based on this analysis, a complete picture of the optimum solution to maximize power density was
known, and a design was selected which yielded the minimum physical displacement volume
while meeting all required specifications. Switching frequency was maximized to the extent that
the reduction in overall volume of filter elements outweighed the additional cooling volume
required because of increased switching losses.
Individual passive components were minimized through custom fabrication of capacitors and
inductor cores by commercial vendors, using advanced materials. In order to maximize inductor
window utilization, winding bobbins were either eliminated, or 3D printed at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory using custom-modeled designs.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3: Rendering of PCB layout for the inverter (a) and inverter in enclosure (b); photo of final enclosed prototype
system (c)

In order to achieve the present rectangular volume, which yields a power density of 155 W/in3
when unenclosed, the team iterated through more than five versions of circuit and system design,
refining size and electrical performance with each design. Significant effort was put into
maximizing the rectangular volume utilization; that is, optimizing the ratio of the total component
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volume to the rectangular system volume. Coordination between UTK and EPRI allowed the team
to continue decreasing the solution size while maintaining low electrical parasitics and meeting all
thermal requirements. At present, the converter itself exhibits a volume utilization near 70%, with
remaining empty volume carefully distributed as necessary for adequate cooling. The final design
mockup used in thermal analysis and in fabrication is shown in Fig. 3. A printed circuit board
with flexible interconnect cabling is used to allow control, low voltage power conversion, and
protection circuitry to reside on the top side of the enclosure, providing additional shielding for
sensitive circuitry and utilizing otherwise open space in the enclosure. Each dimension of the
enclosure has been reduced to the minimum possible with the components in the design.
3. Thermal Management
Through a collaborative arrangement between UTK and EPRI, the team gained expertise in 3D
finite-element thermal analysis. Leveraging this capability, the team worked together to simulate
and modify circuit layout, component placement, enclosure and heatsink design, and fan selection
with each subsequent revision. This closed-loop approach allowed the team to design a thermal
management system which removes heat from the box greater than 50% heat-to-air transference
ratio (the typical limit for laminar flow-dominated systems).
To push the power density limits in a rectangular enclosure, the team iterated back-and-forth
between altering enclosure, heatsink, and fan design and altering component design and placement
to force the design to its thermal limits while meeting the required external temperature
specification. Full 3D FEA models using analytical loss models for each component, and
eventually verified losses from benchtop experimental tests were used to carefully route airflows
to provide maximum cooling while still allowing sufficient distance for the air to mix and exit the
box below the competition’s temperature limits.
An example of the iterative FEA process is given in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(a), an initial thermal design
based on finned heatsink and series intake and outflow fans was used. A combination of nonoptimized component placement, flow management, and distance given for mixing of air, resulted
in surface temperatures above 60°C. In Fig. 4(b), components and grilles are rearranged and a
new, custom pin fin heatsink with conformal thermal interface and graphite heat spreader is used
to improve heat transfer, direct airflow to the hottest components, then leave sufficient time for
mixing so that the air temperature leaving the box is below the limit. In Fig. 4(c), the redesigned
system’s enclosure temperature is verified to meet the requirements with a maximum enclosure
surface temperature of 52°C with a 2 kW load.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4: Iterative FEA-based thermal design. In (a) a traditional approach yielded enclosure temperatures above
specification. Air flows and heat distribution are analyzed in (b) to yield a new thermal design which meets
specification (c). All figures share a common scale, at right.
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4. Electromagnetic Compliance
Because of the difficulty in meeting the EMI specification in a restricted volume, the team has
allocated space within the enclosure for a high density, three-stage filter at the AC output. The
filter includes a two-stage symmetrical differential mode (DM) LC-filter using a combination of
ferrite and powder-core materials, and optimized winding and core geometry to maximize
achievable attenuation in a minimal volume, subject to thermal constraints. A pair of
nanocrystalline common-mode (CM) chokes are used for high density. In the present prototype,
the CM capacitance is limited by the original 5 mA leakage requirement; with the updated
specification, the team has headroom to increase the performance of the CM filter, obtaining
additional attenuation beyond the requirements in advance of the October testing. This approach
limits leakage current at the switching frequency (100s of kHz), beyond the 0-50 kHz measurement
specified.
The DM capacitances are limited due to the nature of the DC resonant filter used to meet input DC
ripple requirements. DC filter attenuation degrades minimally with leading power factor. In order
to ensure less than 20% current ripple at 0.7 load power factor, a maximum of just under 6.6 μF
DM capacitance can be employed. To ensure sufficient margin, 3.3 μF capacitors are used,
resulting in a DC ripple which remains 20% below the limit at 0.7 leading power factor. The
resulting DC ripple across varying power factors is shown in Fig. 5(a), relative to the specified
limit.
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Figure 5: (a) analytical input current ripple with 3.3μF DM capacitance; (b) simulated noise for the design. Note
that both show performance meeting specifications

Fig. 5(b) shows EMI simulations of DM and CM noise for the current system, demonstrating that
both meet the required standard.
The testing application submitted jointly with this document shows the results of the team’s
efforts in the four key areas outline here. The system is fully functional and capable of meeting
all required specifications with a power density of 102 W/in3.
[1] E. A. Jones, F. Wang, D. Costinett, Z. Zhang, B. Guo, B. Liu, and R. Ren, “Characterization of an
Enhancement-Mode 650-V GaN HFET,” IEEE Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition (ECCE) 2015,
pp.400-407, 20-24 Sept. 2015
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